Hours of operation
9 am – 4 pm | Monday – Fridays (Closed on weekends, university & statutory holidays).

The Life Design Hub location is a 2,500 sq. ft., multi-use venue where UCalgary students, staff and faculty can meet and participate in Life Design workshops and related events. It can accommodate up to 120 people and is located in the MacEwan Student Centre (MSC 171).

The following is available to event facilitators using the space.

• Multiple whiteboard surfaces, including mobile and traditional wall-mounted boards
• Mobile Interactive touchscreen monitors (x2)
• A large projection wall and a built-in high definition video streaming system
• Built-in audio system including wired and wireless microphones and multi-selection speakers
• Mobile charging stations (x2) for cellphones and tablets

**Please note that is the responsibility of each event facilitator to ensure that the Life Design Hub is returned to the original table and chair configuration, waste is cleaned up, and technology is returned to its original location once their event is complete.**